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Background on Readings

John Punshon, formerly and attorney, politician and Quaker Tutor at Woodbrooke, a Friends 
study center in Birmingham, England, now teaches Quakerism at Earlham School of Religion, 
Richmond, IN. Encounter with Silence, is both autobiographical and reflective on the Quaker tradition of 
worship.

Thomas Kelly (1893 – 1941), professor at several colleges, including Earlham and Haverford, was 
revered as a teacher and speaker. He is best known for  A Testament of Devotion.

Reflections
Please reflect on the following questions as you read and once you have read the reading.

Describe your personal experience in a recent meeting for worship.  Was is positive? 
What was negative?

How would you describe what you “do” in Meeting for Worship to a visitor?

Have you ever been in a “Gathered” Meeting for Worship? What was the Meeting like? 
How would you describe such an experience of worship to someone who has never 
experienced it?

Are there things Friends can do to bring about a “Gathered” Meeting?

Do you pray? Are there ways that personal, private, prayer can enrich the Quaker 
community and its ministers. How do you respond?

Do you see yourself as a minister? It is said that Friends abolished the laity, and we are 
all ministers. How do you respond?

Name several different forms of “ministry “ among Friends.  Describe a time when you 
ministered, or were ministered to, in a positive way.



The Gathered Meeting

by Thomas R. Kelly

In the Quaker practice of group worship on the basis of silence come special
times when an electric hush and solemnity and depth of power steals over the
worshippers. A blanket of divine covering comes over the room, and a
quickening Presence pervades us, breaking down some part of the special
privacy and isolation of our individual lives and bonding our spirits within a
super-individual Life and Power—an objective, dynamic Presence which
enfolds us all, nourishes our souls, speaks glad, unutterable comfort within us,
and quickens in us depths that had before been slumbering. The Burning Bush
has been kindled in our midst, and we stand together on holy ground.

I.

Such gathered meetings I take to be cases of group mysticism. It is commonly
supposed that mystical experience is an individual affair, in which the lone
soul is caught up into the first or second or third heaven and given to see
things which it is not lawful for men to utter. And this, I presume, is most
frequently the case.

Yet there are some cases recorded of two people sharing an experience of
ascent together into the amazing Presence of God in His immediacy and glory.
The most striking instance of which I know is that of Augustine and his mother
Monica who, as they were together leaning in a window overlooking a garden
and talking of the wonders of the life of dedicated souls, were together caught
up into a sense of divine immediacy and given the bliss and rapture of the
Touch of God.

But we need not go to places remote in space and time to find similar
experiences of joint elevation into the light of the Eternal Love. For today it
occurs again and again that two or three individuals find the boundaries of
their separateness partially melted down. It is not necessarily, or frequently, as
exalted an experience as that of Augustine and Monica, nor does it involve
losing touch with the world of sense. But after conversing together on central
things of the spirit two or more friends who know one another at deep levels
find themselves wrapped in a sense of unity and of Presence such as quiets all
words and enfolds them within an unspeakable calm and inter-knittedess
within a vaster life. God's reality and His love become indubitable; His
presence, like a living touch, is over them. As one friend speaks in such a
silence, the words are found to join on closely to the thought of the others, so
that words become needless and silence becomes a bridge not of separation
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but of communication.

The gathered meeting I take to be of the same kind, still milder and more
diffused, yet really of a piece with all mystical experience. For mystical times
are capable of all gradings and shadings, from sublime heights to very mild
moments of lift and very faint glimpses of' glory. In the gathered meeting the
sense is present that a new Life and Power has entered our midst. And we
know not only that we stand erect in the Holy Presence but also that others
sitting with us are experiencing the same exaltation and access of power. We
may not know these our neighbors in any outwardly intimate sense, but we
now know them, as it were from within, and they know us in the same way, as
souls now alive in the same areas and as blended into the body of' Christ,
which is His church. Again and again, this community of life and guidance
from the Presence in the midst is made clear by the way the spoken words
uttered in the meeting join to one another and to our inward thoughts. This I
presume. has been a frequent experience for us all, as a common life and
current sweeps through all. We are in communication with one another
because we are being communicated to, and through, by the Divine Presence.
Such indeed is a taste of "the communion of the saints.

John Hughes once told of two Friends sitting side by side in such a gathered
meeting. The secret currents of worship flowed with power and then
encountered a check. One man moved nervously but did not rise to his feet.
Finally the other Friend arose and spoke a few words of searching power, and
the meeting proceeded in a sense of covering. After the meeting had broken
the man who had spoken nudged his silent neighbor and said "Next time,
Henry, say it thyself".

But our interest in the gathered meeting is not in such striking
side-phenomena as lift the eyebrows of' doubting Thomases, but in the central
fact of the overshadowing presence of the Eternal One. For it is God Himself
who graciously reveals Himself in such holy times. The gathered meeting, as
group mysticism, shows all the four characteristics which William James
applies to mystic states, namely, indescribability a knowledge-quality,
transiency, passivity.

The experience is ineffable; it is not completely describable in words. We live
through such hours of expanded vision yet never can we communicate to
another all that wonder and power and life and re-creation which we knew
when swept along in the immediacy of the Divine Presence. To an absent friend
we can only say what Philip said to Nathaniel concerning Jesus, "Come and
See." And such must always be the report of any experience of God, by
individuals or in groups. "He is wonder and joy, judgement and power. And he
is more than all these. Come and see."
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The experience has a knowledge-quality. The covering of God in the gathered
meeting carries with it the sense of insight of knowledge. We know Him as we
have not known Him before. The secrets of this amazing world have been in
some larger degree laid bare. We know life, and the world, and ourselves from
within, anew. And lo, there we have seen God. We may not issue from a
gathered meeting with a single crisp sentence or judgment of capsuled
knowledge, yet we are infinitely more certain of the dynamic, living, working
Life, for we have experienced a touch of that persuading Power that disquiets
us until we find our home in Him. And, in the old phrase, we have directly
known the healing which drops from beneath His wings. We have been
re-energized with that Power and re-sensitized by that tenderness to meet the
daily world of men with new pangs and new steadiness.

It is transient. The sense of Divine covering in a group is rarely sustained more
than three-quarters of an hour, or an hour. One can not seize hold upon it and
restrain it from fading; or restore it the next Sunday at will. Each such meeting
is a gracious gift of the Eternal Goodness, and the eyes of all must wait upon
Him who gives us meat in due Season.

It Carries a sense of passivity within it. We seem to be acted upon by a
More-than-ourselves, who stills our time-torn spirits and breathes into us, as on
Creation's day, the breath of life. When one rises to speak in such a meeting,
one has a sense of being used, of being played upon, of being spoken through.
It is as amazing an experience as that of being prayed through, when we the
praying ones are no longer the initiators of the supplication, but seem to be
transmitters, who second an impulse welling up from the depths of the soul. In
such an experience the brittle bounds of our selfhood seem softened; and
instead of saying "I pray '' or ''he prays," it becomes better to say "Prayer is
taking place." So in a truly covered meeting an individual who speaks takes no
credit to himself for the part he played in the unfolding of the worship. In fact
he deeply regrets it if anyone, after the service. speaks in complimentary
fashion to him. For the feeling of being a pliant instrument of the Divine Will
characterizes true speaking ''in the Life.'' Under such a covering an individual
emerges into vocal utterance, frequently without fear and trembling, and
subsides without self-consciousness into silence when his part is played. For
One who is greater than all individuals has become the meeting place of the
group, and He becomes the leader and director of worship. With wonder one
hears the next speaker, if there be more, take another aspect of the theme of
the meeting. No jealousy, no regrets that he didn't think of saying that, but
only gratitude that the angel has come and troubled the waters and that many
are finding healing through the one Life. A gathered meeting is no place for
the enhancement of private reputations but for self-effacing pliancy and
obedience to the Whispers of the Leader.
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A fifth trait of mystical experience may well be added to James' list—the sense
of' unity, unity with the Divine Life who has graciously allowed us to touch the
hem of His garment, unity with our fellow-worshippers, for He has broken down
the middle wall of partition between our separate personalities and has flooded
us with a sense of fellowship. This unity with our fellow-worshippers, such that
we are "written in one another's hearts,'' is in one sense created and instituted
in the hour of worship. But in a deeper sense it is discovered in that hour that
we are together in one body, which is the true and catholic church invisible.
And in a fashion the vividness of our unity fades, is transient, grows weaker
after the rise of the meeting. But the fact disclosed in the meeting, namely that
we are one body hid with Christ in God, remains secure from the ebb and flew
of feelings and emotion.

II.

What is the ground and foundation of the gathered meeting? In the last
analysis, it is, I am convinced, the Real Presence of God.

It is easy to call this sense of covering a mere psychological phenomenon.
Psychological notions have so permeated our contemporary thinking that it is
very easy to rush hastily to popular concepts, lying ready at hand, and apply
them to all experience. In one sense all that we think and experience is
"merely a psychological phenomenon."

But against the devastating implications of Psychologismus there has been, in
the last three decades. a sharp rebellion in favor of realism. Knowledge of all
kinds, realism claims, is not merely subjective; it attains the real. The mere fact
that knowledge is entertained in our minds does not create a presumption of
falsity, or of lack of fidelity to the real. But in such a return to realism we are
opening the gates again to the contention of the mystics that mystical
experience is not merely a matter of subjective states but a matter of objective
reality.

I believe that the group mysticism of the gathered meeting rests upon the Real
Presence of God in our midst. Quakers generally hold to a belief in Real
Presence, as firm and solid as the belief of Roman Catholics in the Real
Presence in the host, in the bread and the wine of the mass. In the host the
Roman Catholic is convinced that the literal, substantial Body of Christ is
present. For him the mass is not a mere symbol, a dramatizing of some
figurative relationship of man to God. It rests upon the persuasion that an
Existence a Life, the Body of Christ, is really present and entering into the
body of man. Here the Quaker is very near the Roman Catholic. For the Real
Presence of the gathered meeting is all existential fact. To use philosophical
language, it is an ontological matter not merely a psychological matter. The
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bond of union in divine fellowship is existential and real, not figurative. It is
the life of God Himself, within whose life we live and move and have our being.
And the gathered meeting is a special case of holy fellowship, of the blessed
Community.

III.

What conditions favor a gathered meeting? Let us venture upon the question in
an attitude of humility, not in the spirit of the masterly man, so characteristic
of our modern post-Baconian age. We seek at best to discern merely favoring
conditions and releasing stimuli, not the full control of the event.

One condition for such a group experience seems to be this: some individuals
need already, upon entering the meeting, to be gathered deep in the spirit of
worship. There must be some kindled hearts when the meeting begins. In
them, and from them, begins the work of worship. The spiritual devotion of a
few persons, silently deep in active adoration, is needed to kindle the rest, to
help those others who enter the service with tangled, harried, distraught
thoughts to be melted and quieted and released and made pliant, ready tor the
work of God and His Real Presence

There is a real invisible work of kindling and of mutual assistance in worship
which some of the worshippers must do, directing it upon others along with
themselves. It is an internal work of prayer. Its language is not "I,'' or ''You,"
but "We.'' It is an awakening and an attuning that goes on with energy in the
soul. In power and labor one lifts the group, in inward prayer, high before the
throne. With work of soul the kindled praying worshipper holds the group, his
comrades and himself, high above the sordid and the trivial, and prays in
quiet, offering that the Light may drive away the shadows of self-will. Where
this inward work of upholding prayer is wholly absent I am not sure that a
gathered meeting is at all likely to follow.

This means a preceding preparation for worship. Worship, and preparation for
worship, begin before one has left one's home. They begin when one wakes on
Sunday morning, before one has gotten out of bed. Worship in a meeting-house
with one's friends should be only a special period of a life of worship that
underlies all one's daily affairs. Such worship is no intermittent process, but a
foundation layer of the life of the children of the kingdom. And such special
sense of bondedness and unity with others as is experienced in the gathered
meeting is only a time of particular enhancement of the life of bondedness and
fellowship in love among souls which is experienced daily, as we carry one
another in inward upholding prayer.

A second condition concerns the spoken words of the meeting. Certainly the
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deepness of the covering of a meeting is not proportional to the number of
words spoken. A gathered meeting may proceed entirely in silence, rolling on
with increasing depth and intensity until the meeting breaks and tears are
furtively brushed away. Such really powerful hours of unbroken silence
frequently carry a genuine progression of spiritual change and experience.
They are filled moments, and the quality of the second fifteen minutes is
definitely different from the quality of the first fifteen minutes. Outwardly, all
silences seem alike as all minutes are alike by the clock. But inwardly the
Divine Leader of worship directs us through progressive unfoldings of
administration, and may in the silence bring an inward climax which is as
definite as the climax of the mass, when the host is elevated in adoration.

But more frequently some words are spoken. I have particularly in mind those
hours of worship in which no one person, no one speech stands out as the one
that "made" the meeting, those hours wherein the personalities that take part
verbally are not enhanced as individuals in the eyes of others, but are subdued
and softened and lost sight of because, in the language of Fox, "The Lord's
power was over all." Brevity, earnestness sincerity and frequently a lack of
polish characterize the best Quaker speaking. The words should rise like a
shaggy crag upthrust from the surface of silence, under the pressure of
yearning contrition and wonder. But in another sense the words should not
rise up like a shaggy crag. They should not break the silence, but continue it.
For the Divine Life who was ministering through the medium of silence is the
same Life as is now ministering through words. And when such words are truly
spoken "in the Life,'' then when such words cease, the uninterrupted Silence
and worship continues for silence and words have been of one texture, one
piece. Second and third speakers only continue the enhancement of the
moving Presence, until a climax is reached and the discerning head of the
meeting knows when to break it.

In a truly gathered meeting restraint in one's utterances is often more
releasing than are multiplied words. Words that hint at the wonder of God, but
do not attempt to exhaust it, have an open-ended character. In the silences of
our hearts the Holy Presence completes the unfinished words far more
satisfyingly.

The themes made central in truly gathered meetings are infinite. But one
might venture to raise the question whether some types of themes are more
congruous with such a meeting than others. Some text that suddenly recalls
the eternal, abiding relation of' man and God seems particularly apt to serve as
a releasing stimulus, but by no means as compelling the arrival of the
covering. Such a passage as "Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place in all
generations" opens up a vista of' gargantuan yet delicate proportions. (Would
we have sufficient courage to say these words in a bomb shelter?) "Deep
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calleth unto deep at the noise of thy waterspouts; all thy waves and thy billows
are gone over me.''

But humble, personal, daily incidents, or wisps of openings that have dawned
with vividness in some quiet soul, or the tragic-heroic turmoil of events of the
day, set in the frame of the Eternal Patience and Persuasion may equally serve
as themes within such a meeting.

Vocal prayer poured out from a humble heart frequently shifts a meeting from
a heady level of discussion to the deeps of worship, Such prayers serve as an
unintended rebuke to our shallowness and drive us deeper into worship and
commitment. They open the gates of devotion, adoration, submission,
confession. They help to unite the group at the level at which real unity is
sought. For unity in the springs of life's motivations is far more significant than
unity in phrases or outward matters. Such prayers not only "create" that unity;
they also give voice to it, and the worshippers are united in a silent amen of
gratitude.

IV.

But what if the meeting has not been a gathered meeting? Are those meetings
failures that have not been hushed by a covering? Quite definitely they are not.
If we have been faithful, we may go home content and nourished from any
meeting.

Let us be quite clear that mystical exaltations are not essential to religious
dedication and to every occurrence of religious worship. Many a man professes
to be without a shred of mystical elevation, yet is fundamentally a heaven-
dedicated soul. It would be a tragic mistake to suppose that religion is only for
a small group. who have certain vivid but transient inner experiences, and to
preach those experiences so that those who are relatively insensitive to them
should feel excluded, denied access to the Eternal love, deprived of a basic
necessity for religious living. The crux of religious living lies in the will, not in
transient and variable states. Utter dedication of will to God is open to all, for
every man can will. Where such a will is present, there is a child of God. When
there are graciously given to us such glimpses of glory as aid us in softening
our will, then we may be humbly grateful. But glad willing away of self, that
the will of God, so far as it can be discerned, may become our own—that is the
basic condition. In that steadiness of spirit one walks serene and unperturbed
praying only "Thy will be done.'' Confident that we are in His hands, and that
He educates us in ways we do not expect by means of dryness as well as by
means of glory, we walk in gratitude if His sun shines upon us, and in serenity
if He leads us in valleys and dry places.
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And as individual mystics who are led deep into the heart of devotion learn to
be weaned away from reliance upon special times of vision, learn not to clamor
perpetually for the heights but to walk in shadows and valleys and dry places
for months and years together, so must group worshippers learn that worship
is fully valid when there are no thrills, no special sense of covering. The
disciplined soul and the disciplined group have learned to cling to the reality
of God s presence, whether the feeling of presence is great or faint. If the wind
of the Spirit, blowing whither He wills, warms the group into an inexpressible
sense of unity, then the worshippers are profoundly grateful. If no blanket of
divine covering is warmly felt, and if the wills have been offered together in
the silent work of worship, worshippers may still go home content and
nourished and say, "It was a good meeting." In the venture of group worship,
souls must learn to accept spiritual weather without dismay and go deeper in
will into Him who makes all things beautiful in their time.
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EnaJunter with Silence 

What I mean is that those I saw on my way into the room where 
meeting took place had a benign expression on their faces and a certain 
calmness that made me feel relaxed rather than openly welcomed. I 

.ppose "fellow feeling" is an expression that would describe it. There 
as no ostentation in their clothes or attitudes. They settled themselves 
Id their fidgety children unselfconsciously into their places without 
Drrying over much (as I would have done) about disturbing those 
ho were already occupied in the odd process of sitting there in 
lietness. It was not dissimilar to other churches I had known, but I 
lve to remark that in any town there are churches where "plainness" 
not the first word you would think of to describe the worshippers. 
owever, it usually is among Friends, and that applies to both the 
lent and the worship-service kind. 

So here I was, sitting on a bench in a Friends meeting for the 
first time in my life, not knowing at all what to expect. There was 
nothing to look at, nothing to occupy my mind, nothing to appeal to 
my senses, nothing to sing, nothing to join in with, in fact, absolutely 
nothing whatever to do, and a whole hour to fill. 

I imagine that nearly everybody feels like this at their first 
unprogrammed meeting, for this manner of worship is exceptional. 
However, one does not have to move for very long in Quaker circles 
to find that it can speak to the condition of Friends and non-Friends 
alike. There is a common pattern of experience, whatever the outward 
religious loyalty of those who come. People will say that at first the 
silence is highly demanding, but after a while it becomes a source 
of peace and spiritual nourishment. Those who find they are unable 
to do without it naturally tend to become Friends. Those who like 
to come sometimes, but prefer other kinds of worship, are usually 
friends of Friends. Sitting on my bench, it was not yet clear whether 
I would fall into either of those groups, for I had no experience of 
silence whatsoever. So what did I do? 

First, I suppose, I did not actually do anything, but something 
happened. It was notterribly sensational. It was simply the consequence 
of being well brought up and put in a social situation in which I did 
not want to make an exhibition of myself. There was no opportunity 

An Experience oj Unprogmmmed Worship 

to stand up and stretch, chat to my neighbour, chuckle, yawn, snore, 
snort, wriggle, stretch out on the bench, keep turning round to see 
who was behind me, or do anything that might make a noise and 
disturb the other people in whatever it was they were doing. I knew 
they were supposed to be worshipping God, but there was precious 
little evidence of that happening. Being deprived of movement, and 
not a little frightened lest I be responsible for a grunt or a squeak or 
a sniff that would draw all the eyes in the meetinghouse upon me, I 
settled myself as comfortably as I could for a long wait and began to 
take stock o.f my surroundings. In the years that followed I was to 
become completely at home in the atmosphere I experienced that day, 
but on the first occasion I don't think I did very much worshipping. 

I was not used to sitting totally still for a long period of time, so the 
meeting was quite an experience for me. I remember my astonishment 
at how I seemed far more aware than usual of all the messages my 
senses were giving me. It also dawned on me that these messages were 
there all the time, but I was normally far too busy to pay attention to 
them. 

I was surprised to find the light remarkable, and I do not mean 
the spiritual variety Quakers like to go on about. After a good few 
years of membership in the Society of Friends, I have clocked up 
a pretty fair total of meetinghouses attended, and I get the feeling 
that there is something about the windows that is very important In 
meetinghouses, they tend to be high up in the eaves, so that shafts 
of sunlight cascade to the floor, warming the worshipping Friends, 
coloring the posy of flowers on the central table, or burnishing the 
gold lettering on the spine of the Bible which also lies there. 

Whether or not it was felt in former times that if you had windows 
to gaze out of, you would lose the art of inward retirement and spend 
too much time admiring the creation to take notice of the creator, I 
don't knOw. When the day is grey or dim, as it usually is in England, 
and the meetinghouse has a pitched roof or ceiling, you look up not 
to obscurity, but to as much clarity as the architecture can scoop out 
of the day. I do not now remember the state of the weather the day I 
first went to meeting, but I certainly noticed the light. 



Encounter with Silence 

Part of the irresistible appeal that churches still have for me is the 
aura of mystery surrounding what they have in them. The altar, the 
candlesticks, the colored glass, the raised pUlpit and lectern all speak 
to me of holiness in the midst of the ordinary. The meetinghouse 
was similar. The play of light gave me a sensation of being enclosed 
or momentarily retired from the outside world rather than being 
separated from it. The place where I sat was not a refuge in which to 
wait for the coming of the kingdom, but an outpost of that kingdom 
in St. Giles' Street, Oxford. 

The next thing I was really conscious of was the group of which 
I was a member. I have already remarked upon the underplayed style 
of the people among whom I had walked down the garden to the 
meetinghouse. I knew that the Quakers had once worn grey-clothes 
without collars and lapels as a sort of uniform. I also knew that they 
had been such fervent and peaceable people that they courageously 
accepted prison rather than compromise their beliefs. I did not then 
appreciate the reasons for these things, but I was aware that their 
tradition was a living one. 

There was little ostentation among them. The silence seemed 
to emphasize both their uniqueness and their solidarity. There were 
many variants of the benevolent gaze with which some swept the 
room. Others maintained an oddly rigid posture for what seemed to 
me to be an age. Closed eyes completed a frown of concentration on 
some faces or the blandness of apparent slumber on others. There were 
the human quirks-the flamboyant blowing of the nose into a gaudy 
handkerchief, the scratching of the outside of a leg, the unconscious 
pulling of a face that revealed the presence of a divine blessing or an 
uncomfortable memory. The odd newcomer like myself clutched an 
introductory leaflet. In the odd comer people read. 

There were none of the usual landmarks of worship. With no 
organ, piano or order of service, there was no need for a little board 
hoisted up on high to tell people the numbers of the hymns. Indeed, 
apart from a Bible and a couple of other volumes peculiar to the 
Quakers, which were on the table in the middle of the room, there 
weren't any books at all. Since there was no priest or minister, and 
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An Experience of Unprogrammed Worship 

one did not expect a public reading of the Bible, it followed that there 
was no need for a pulpit or a lectern. I rather liked the idea that the 
benches were arranged in a rectangle round the central table. Sitting 
at the back, I could see everybody else, and there was nowhere to sit 
where I would not be directly facing at least a quarter of my fellow 
worshippers. 

I do not think I consciously sat and worked all this out. Rather, 
it was borne in upon me as I tried to sit stilI and open myself to the 
novelty. My reflections were not particularly religious, either. During 
the hour I prayed a bit and thOUght a lot about what I took to be divine 
things, but my mind kept coming back to the simple consciousness 
of where I was. At that stage of my life it was important simply to be 
there, and since I had been looking forward to my visit, I expect it was 
largely childish excitement that made my first meeting memorable. 

Much later, I learned that the original meetings in the seventeenth 
century took far longer than the hour that was scheduled for that 
morning-indeed the early Friends would have swooned at the very 
idea of scheduling the length of the meeting. Meeting for worship 
ended when the Holy Spirit indicated, and not before. But in the time 
of George Fox and William Penn, there were no trains and buses to 
catch. People were far more independent and able to dispose of their 
own time. So on this occasion, the Holy Spirit utilized the wristwatch 
rather than the inward illumination of the heart to tell the Friends 
when to break off their devotions. 

The manner of starting and finishing were noteworthy too. We 
drifted into meeting and ended in what was for me a mixture of 
relief and anticlimax. This was all part of the pattern of having no 
clergy and no visible organization. The meeting began when the first 
worshipper sat down, so the next person to come entered an already 
living silence. In this way there was no chatter, no theatrical entry to 
give a clear beginning and no sudden switch of concentration from 
talking to one's neighbour to talking to God. I don't remember coming 
late, so I suppose I sat and watched others come in, wondering about 
them the while. 
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Encounter with Silence 

During my first ever hour in an unprogrammed Quaker meeting, 
there was what I now know as "ministry." After twenty minutes or so, 
somebody got up and made a short speech. It cannot have lasted more 
than a couple of minutes, and I came to recognize this as the norm. It 
was different from the prepared sermon, not only in its length but also 
its style. There were several other pieces of ministry during the hour, 
and though they were from different voices, the style was the same-
short, pithy, illustrated with stories taken from life, and tentative or 
suggestive in manner rather than definite or authoritative. I never 
dreamed that I would much later come to admire, imitate and then 
question this style when I myself was moved to minister in meeting. 

So my first meeting was spent largely in looking and absorbing the 
atmosphere. It was hard work because I was an outsider and I did not 
want to commit a faux pas. I said a few prayers so I could feel religious 
and thought hard about what had been said by those who ministered. 
The bench was even harder than my thoughts and time began to weigh 
heavily. At a quarter to the hour I was ready to go, but there was no 
escape. I had to sweat it out to the end, and I was truly grateful when 
two people at the front, who I later discovered were elders, ended the 
meeting by shaking hands. That action was followed by a relieved, but 
definitely friendly rustle. In the midst of the company, somebody got 
up and gave the notices and sat down. Hubbub began, and I dodged 
the Friendly greeters who were bearing down on me and escaped into 
the street. It had been nothing like I expected, but I went back. It 
turned out to be one of the big beginnings in my life. 
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A n Experience of Unprogrammed Worship 

. I went back to Oxford meetinghouse because the experience I had 
been through roused my curiosity. Was Quaker worship my path to a 
deeply spiritual life that was at the same time highly practical? In the 
bloom of youthful religious enthusiasm, I needed both those things
or at least I needed the assurance that they were available. Here in the 
meeting, somewhere, was one of their sources, and I felt drawn to try 
and discover it. 

The surroundings were congenial too. I found that the plain 
architecture and the arrangement of the room used for worship were to 
my taste. A temperamental nonconformity revealed itself in me. Over 
the first few weeks of worshipping in silence, I realized that I was no 
longer able to enter fully into worship that was led by somebody else. 
This made me sad, and worried me not a little. It was hard to separate 
this distaste from a suspicion that I was simply being spiritually proud. 
I learned quickly that silent worship came at a price, and I needed to 
be sure I had the resources to meet it. 

An uncomfortable feeling that was aroused in me was a sense of 
challenge. Some people attend their first Friends meeting and know 
straightaway that this is where they belong. They find that the silence 
refreshes them, and they can somehow sink into its peace. This was 
not my experience. I found it disturbing and rather troublesome. Used 
to a structured service, I found myself with no points of reference 
and nothing to check against. There seemed to be no shape in an 
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Encounter with Silence 

unprogrammed meeting, yet I sensed that there was, and that if I 
persevered, I would find it. 

God is infinitely kind and infinitely tactful. As I look back on the 
religious journey that has taken me deeper and deeper into the stillness 
of Friends worship, I realize that the quietness does have a shape and 
a meaning and that God has used it to give my life those things. Over 
the years I have learned to see and to follow the pillar of cloud and 
the pillar of fire. I have also learned that the silence has little intrinsic 
value unless it is put in the setting of the Quaker way of life. 

My exploration of Quaker worship became the discovery of 
this way of living. The practice of the one encouraged the other. I 
knew nothing of this when I started to go to meeting. As a beginner 
I naturally sought to use the silence for my own purposes. I had no 
thought that the silence would come to leave its mark upon me. If my 
prayers and meditations were stones, it was the silence that formed 
them into a temple and made them live. 

On the surface, a silent meeting appears to be a group of people 
sitting together but worshipping individually. Some adventurous souls 
attach themselves to the Society of Friends because they are attracted 
by the silence. They conclude that Quaker worship is simply an 
opportunity for meditation. The collective wisdom of the Society has 
never accepted that view, however, for its evangelical and liberal wings 
both insist that meeting is a collective activity, as its name ought to 
indicate. Much of what we do may be personal, but we come before 
the Lord in a body. 

There is really no way to avoid coming to grips personally with the 
demands made by the silence. This has to be done from the beginning, 
and it is highly challenging to the dedication and resourcefulness of the 
worshipper. There is no generally accepted plan, scheme or technique 
for learning the art of silent worship. The Society of Friends is not like 
the freemasons. One is not initiated into deeper and deeper mysteries 
by properly appointed persons when one has shown one's worth and 
learned the secret lore. I would hazard the generalization that while 
one can become highly experienced in Quaker worship, one cannot 
become expert in it. 

An Experience of Unprogrammed Worship 

This lack of direction may be dismaying. One may feel as if one 
has lost the oars overboard and cannot keep the boat going. In fact, 
however, the difference of Quakerly opinion about the use of silence 
is a charter of freedom. One can do what one likes in it without any 
sense of failure or falsehood, granted an initial sincerity of intention, 
of course. That is the first and most vital lesson about coming to 
unprogrammed worship. 

It follows from this that learning to worship in the corporate silence 
of a Friends meeting is not like taking a course of study. There are no 
tests to see how far one has come or whether one has understood. The 
most important step forward in the life of prayer is to realize that we 
are all at the same stage-the beginning-every time we come into 
God's presence. We can learn many new ways of doing this, and we 
can adopt the ways that fit our own temperament or inclination. This 
is the point about experience as against expertise. 

We may discover that there is a far wider range of approaches to 
God than we had imagined. We may well be able to achieve greater 
depth of devotion as time passes. But we shall never know, when we 
set out on the adventure of an hour's silence with Friends, or our own 
quiet time at home, whether that gift of depth will be given to us, or 
whether we shall once more be beached in the shallows we knew at 
the very beginning of our pilgrimage of prayer. 

To draw sharp distinctions in an attempt to characterize the 
varieties of Quaker spirituality is therefore a mistake. In the past 
there have been opposing parties within the Society over the principles 
of worship. But controversies are seldom clear-cut. I know there are 
purists who see hymn-singing as a falling away from some pristine 
ideal of Quaker worship, but I doubt whether it is. There are times 
when I am suffocated by silence and I yearn for the liberty of scripture 
and gospel song. 

But I also know that there are times when the cozy habits of 
my religious upbringing prevent me from hearing the voice of God 
speaking to me because I am drowning it out with the repetition of 
scripture and the words of hymns that represent experiences I have 
not yet made my own. What I do know about myself is that I need 
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